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List of Fellowships (revised 10.13.14)
● American Association of University Women (AAUW) Dissertation Fellowships are
available to women scholars who are completing dissertations. The fellowship must be used for
the final year of writing the dissertation. Applicants must have completed all course work, passed
all preliminary examinations, and received approval for their research proposals or plans by the
preceding November. The deadline is November 15, 2014. Students holding any fellowship for
writing a dissertation in the year prior to the AAUW fellowship year are not eligible. Open to
applicants in all fields of study. Scholars engaged in science, technology, engineering and math
and also researching gender issues are especially encouraged to apply. Award: $20,000. There are
also post-doc research fellowships that carry an award of $30,000. This fellowship is limited to
U.S. citizens and U.S. permanent residents.
www.aauw.org/fga/fellowships_grants/american.cfm
http://www.aauw.org/what-we-do/educational-funding-and-awards/american-fellowships/
● American Association of University Women (AAUW) International Fellowships provides
support for one year of study to women who are not U.S. citizens or permanent residents who are
pursuing studies within the United States. Preference is given to women who show prior
commitment to the advancement of women and girls through civic, community, or professional
work. Fellowships are available for Master’s, Doctoral, and Postdoctoral students. Award:
$18,000 (Master’s); $20,000 (Doctoral); $30,000 (Postdoctoral). The deadline is December 1,
2014.
http://aauw-international.scholarsapply.org/default.aspx
● American Council of Learned Societies
The ACLS Fellowship Program invites research applications in all disciplines of the humanities
and humanities-related social sciences. The ultimate goal of the project should be a major piece of
scholarly work by the applicant. ACLS does not fund creative work (e.g., novels or films),
textbooks, straightforward translation, or pedagogical projects. The Fellowship stipend is set at
three levels based on academic rank: up to $35,000 for Assistant Professor and career equivalent;
up to $45,000 for Associate Professor and career equivalent; and up to $70,000 for full Professor
and career equivalent. The ACLS Fellowships are intended as salary replacement to help scholars
devote six to twelve continuous months to full-time research and writing. An ACLS Fellowship
may be held concurrently with other fellowships and grants and any sabbatical pay, up to an
amount equal to the candidate's current academic year salary. Tenure of the grant may begin no
earlier than July 1, 2015 and no later than February 1, 2016. Deadline: September 24, 2014. This
fellowship is available to U.S. citizens and permanent residents.
http://www.acls.org/programs/acls/
● Andrew W. Mellon Foundation/ACLS Early Career Fellowship Program
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation/ACLS Early Career Fellowship Program provides
support for young scholars to complete their dissertation and, later, to advance their research after
being awarded the Ph.D. This program awards fellowships in two categories: Dissertation
Completion Fellowships and Recent Doctoral Recipients Fellowships. A grant from The Andrew
W. Mellon Foundation supports this program. (There appears to be no citizenship specifications
for these awards.)
Dissertation Completion Fellowships assist graduate students in the humanities and
related social sciences in the last year of Ph.D. dissertation writing. This program aims to
encourage timely completion of the Ph.D. Applicants must be prepared to complete their
dissertations within the period of their fellowship tenure and no later than August 31, 2016.
Award: $30,000, plus funds for research costs of up to $3,000 and for university fees of up to
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$5,000. Deadline is October 22, 2014.
www.acls.org/ecfguide.htm
● Berlin Program for Advanced German and European Studies
The Berlin Program for Advanced German and European Studies was established in 1986 at the
Freie Universität Berlin to support and promote a new generation of young North American
scholars with specialized knowledge of modern and contemporary German and European affairs.
The Berlin Program for Advanced German and European Studies offers up to one year of
research support at the Freie Universität Berlin. It is open to scholars in all social science and
humanities disciplines, including historians working on the period since the mid-19th century.
The program accepts applications from U.S. and Canadian nationals or permanent residents.
Applicants for a dissertation fellowship must be full-time graduate students at a North American
university who have achieved ABD status by the time the proposed research stay in Berlin begins.
Also eligible are U.S. and Canadian Ph.D.s who have received their doctorates within the past
two calendar years. The Berlin Program is based at, funded and administered by the Freie
Universität Berlin. The program's publicity and selection process is organized in cooperation with
our North American partner, the GSA (German Studies Association). Deadline: December 1,
2014.
http://userpage.fu-berlin.de/bprogram/
● Bourse Chateaubriand
The Chateaubriand Fellowship is a grant offered by the Education Office of the Embassy of
France in the United States. Every year, the Chateaubriand Fellowship allows Ph.D. students
enrolled in American universities to conduct research in France for up to 8 months.
Chateaubriand Fellows receive a stipend of €1500 per month, one round-trip ticket to France, and
health insurance coverage for the period of the grant. The Chateaubriand Fellowship is highly
competitive and the awarding of the fellowships is very selective.
Eligibility: Candidates must be currently working on their Ph.D.. Candidates do not have to be U.
S. citizens, but they must be enrolled in an American university, and they cannot be French
citizens. Candidates must obtain a letter of invitation from a French professor employed at a
university or research institution. There are three types of fellowship: Fall fellowship (4 months,
starts October 1); Spring Fellowship (4 months, starts February 1); Year-long Fellowship (8
months, starts October 1). Candidates must demonstrate in their research proposals how many
months they require in France. All application materials are due on December 15 for the
following fellowship year. Decisions are announced by the end of April.
http://france-science.org/chateaubriand3/chateaubriand_/
● The Charlotte W. Newcombe Doctoral Dissertation Fellowships
The Charlotte W. Newcombe Doctoral Dissertation Fellowships The Charlotte W. Newcombe
Doctoral Dissertation Fellowships are designed to encourage original and significant study of
religious and ethical values in all areas of human endeavor. Eligible proposals have religious or
ethical values as a central concern, and come from fields within the humanities and social
sciences.
Ph.D. and Th.D. candidates who will complete their dissertation between April 1 2016 and
August 31 2016.
The stipend for the Newcombe Fellowship is $25,000 for a twelve-month period of dissertation
writing. The competition deadline is November 15, 2014.
http://woodrow.org/fellowships/newcombe/
● DAAD Fellowships
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DAAD offers a wide range of opportunities to students, scholars, and higher education
institutions of the United States and Canada, from undergraduate students to faculty, for study
and research in Germany. The DAAD offers a variety of scholarships and grants that support
language development, conference funding, and research for doctoral and postdoctoral students.
http://www.daad.org/
https://www.daad.org/phd
● Dissertation Proposal Development Fellowship
The Dissertation Proposal Development Fellowship (DPDF) Program helps early-stage doctoral
students in the humanities and social sciences formulate innovative dissertation research
proposals through workshops, exploratory summer research, and writing guided by peer review
and faculty mentorship. By the end of the fellowship, participating students will complete a draft
proposal that can be reviewed with academic advisors and adapted for submission to an academic
department and/or research funding agencies. The DPDF program covers all travel, lodging, and
meals expenses related to mandatory attendance at both workshops. Applicants may request up to
$5,000 to support summer research expenses, including travel, lodging, meals, and some
necessary equipment and supplies. These fellowships are open to US and non-US citizens. The
deadline for applications is October 15, 2014.
http://www.ssrc.org/fellowships/dpdf-fellowship/
● Ford Foundation Fellowships are designed to increase the diversity of the nation's college and
university faculties by increasing their ethnic and racial diversity, to maximize the educational
benefits of diversity, and to increase the number of professors who can and will use diversity as a
resource for enriching the education of all students. Fellowships are offered on three levels, predoctoral (award: $24,000, three-year tenure), dissertation (award: $25,000 one-year stipend), and
post-doctoral (award: $45,000, one-year stipend). Deadline: November 19, 2014 (for predoctoral), November 14, 2014 (for dissertation and post-doctoral)
http://sites.nationalacademies.org/PGA/FordFellowships/PGA_048001
NB: I am not sure DePaul students are eligible for these fellowships at all (despite this fellowship
having been included on the previous iteration of this list), as the site specifies that the
fellowships are limited to “Ph.D. or Sc.D. degree candidates studying in an eligible researchbased discipline in a dissertation-required program at a U.S. non-proprietary (not for
profit) educational institution” [MP]
● Fulbright Grants
The Fulbright U.S. Student Program offers fellowships for U.S. graduating seniors, graduate
students, young professionals and artists to study abroad for one academic year. The Program also
includes an important English Teaching Assistant component.
The Fulbright Foreign Student Program enables graduate students, young professionals and
artists from abroad to conduct research and study in the United States. Some scholarships are
renewed after the initial year of study.
The Fulbright Foreign Language Teaching Assistant Program provides opportunities for
young English teachers from overseas to refine their teaching skills and broaden their knowledge
of American culture and society while strengthening the instruction of foreign languages at
colleges and universities in the United States.
The International Fulbright Science and Technology Award is a new, internationally
competed award for doctoral study at leading U.S. institutions in science, technology, and
engineering.
The Fulbright U.S. Scholar Program sends American scholars abroad to lecture and/or conduct
research for up to a year.
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The Fulbright Specialists Program sends U.S. faculty and professionals to serve as expert
consultants on curriculum, faculty development, institutional planning, and related subjects at
overseas academic institutions for a period of 2 to 6 weeks.
The Fulbright Visiting Scholar Program and Fulbright Scholar-in-Residence Program bring
foreign scholars to lecture and/or conduct post-doctoral research for up to a year at U.S. colleges
and universities.
The Fulbright Teacher Exchange Program supports one-to-one exchanges of teachers from K12 schools and a small number of post-secondary institutions.
http://fulbright.state.gov/
From DePaul's website (https://depaul.digication.com/fulbright/Welcome/published): Application
materials become available on May 1 and must be submitted to the DePaul faculty representative
before October 1. The application process includes an interview by a DePaul faculty campus
committee. Successful applicants usually begin preparing their applications well before
September. During the summer, candidates should prepare first drafts of the statements they must
submit, solicit letters of recommendation, arrange for language evaluation, request transcripts,
and make contacts at the institution at which they will be doing their project. The DePaul faculty
representative for the Fulbright Scholarship is Professor Phillip Staley (pstalley@depaul.edu).
Complete information on Fulbright grants can be found at www.iie.org/fulbright.
● Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation Research Grants are awarded for proposals from any
of the natural and social sciences and the humanities that promise to increase understanding of the
causes, manifestations, and control of violence, aggression, and dominance. Highest priority is
given to research that can increase understanding and amelioration of urgent problems of
violence, aggression, and dominance in the modern world. Applicants may be citizens of any
country. Deadline: August 1. Award: $15,000 - $40,000, one or two year tenure.
http://www.hfg.org/rg/guidelines.htm
● Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation Dissertation Fellowships are awarded for proposals
from any of the natural and social sciences and the humanities that promise to increase
understanding of the causes, manifestations, and control of violence, aggression, and dominance.
Highest priority is given to research that can increase understanding and amelioration of urgent
problems of violence, aggression, and dominance in the modern world. Applicants must be in the
final year of their Ph.D. work. Applicants may be citizens of any country. Deadline: February 1.
Award: $20,000.
http://www.hfg.org/df/guidelines.htm
● IHR Mellon Pre-dissertation and Dissertation Fellowships are offered to students who wish
to spend time in the UK while either carrying out preliminary research in order to draw up and
refine a dissertation proposal or while carrying out archival research for their dissertation.
Candidates must have completed their course work and oral examinations by the time the
research visit is undertaken. Pre-dissertation fellowships last two months that must be undertaken
between June and the end of September and are valued at $5,000. Dissertation fellowships last
one year and run concurrent with the academic year – from 1 October to 30 September – and
include a stipend of $25,000. Applications open between November and January.
http://www.history.ac.uk/fellowships/junior
● Jacob K. Javits Fellowships Program
This program provides fellowships to students of superior academic ability—selected on the basis
of demonstrated achievement, financial need, and exceptional promise—to undertake study at the
doctoral and Master of Fine Arts level in selected fields of arts, humanities, and social sciences.
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Eligibility is limited to individuals who at the time of application-- (1) will be entering a doctoral
program in academic year 2010-2011 and/or who, at the time of application, have not yet
completed their first full year of study in the doctoral program for which they are seeking support;
(2) will be entering a Master of Fine Arts program in academic year 2010-2011 where the
master’s is the terminal highest degree awarded in the selected field of study. Eligibility is
limited to U.S. citizens or nationals, permanent residents of the U.S., or citizens of any one of the
Freely Associated States. Competitions are held annually. Current competition: FY 2009.
Applications available: August 13, 2010. Deadline for transmittal of applications: September 30,
2010.
http://www2.ed.gov/programs/jacobjavits/index.html
NB: An account must be created through the board of education to apply
● The Mitchem Dissertation Fellowship Program is intended to increase the presence of
underrepresented ethnic groups by supporting doctoral candidates in completing
their final academic requirement, the dissertation. The fellowship provides a student
from other U.S. universities with one year of financial support, including a stipend,
fringe benefits, and research and travel funds. The fellow will be in residence at
Marquette for an academic year, during which recipient will teach one course in their
area of specialization while completing their dissertation. Recipient will also
participate in a formal mentoring program. Marquette University Mitchem Fellows will

receive a $35,000 stipend, fringe benefits, plus research and travel monies for the 2015-2016
academic year. The deadline for application is January 5, 2015.
http://www.marquette.edu/provost/mitchem-dissertation-program.shtml

● Padua University Doctoral Fellowships:
The University of Padova, through the funding of the Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Padova e
Rovigo, offers research fellowships for foreign students to attend Doctoral Schools/International
Courses. During the 3-year doctoral programme, successful candidates will be offered full board
and lodging.
http://www.unipd.it/pg/grants
● Phi Beta Kappa Society, Mary Isabel Sibley Fellowship for French Studies is awarded
annually to young women who wish to study Greek or French language and literature. Award:
$20,000
www.pbk.org
http://www.pbk.org/documents/SibleyExplanationofappprocess.pdf
● The Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) is the Canadian federal
agency that promotes and supports university-based research and training in the humanities and
social sciences. SSHRC grants and fellowships programs allow researchers to explore, invent
and develop deep expertise in a wide variety of disciplines, as well as to target research to
specific social needs. SSHRC programs also provide support for research training and research
communication activities. Doctoral students: If you are a citizen or permanent resident of Canada,
have completed or are about to complete a master's degree or a bachelor's degree in the
humanities or social sciences, or are already pursuing a PhD or equivalent or a combined
MA/PhD, you may be eligible to apply for a doctoral award. (It appears that there is also a postdoc SSHRC that appears to be open to American citizens.)
http://www.sshrc.ca/site/apply-demande/students-etudiants-eng.aspx
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● Woodrow Wilson Dissertation Fellowships in Women's Studies encourage original and
significant research about women that crosses disciplinary, regional, or cultural boundaries.
Applicants must be enrolled in a U.S. doctoral program and have completed all pre-dissertation
requirements, including approval of the dissertation proposal and their dissertations completed by
the summer of 2016. Electronic applications only. Award: $2,000 to be used for expenses
connected with the dissertation including travel, books, microfilming, taping, and computer
services. The deadline is October15 2014.
www.woodrow.org/womens-studies
POST-DOCS
● Harper-Schmidt Fellows at the University of Chicago
The University of Chicago Society of Fellows will begin accepting applications on September 2,
2014 for four-year postdoctoral teaching appointments as Harper and Schmidt Fellows who hold
the rank of Collegiate Assistant Professor. The Fellows are members of the College Faculty
whose primary responsibility is to teach in the general education (Core) program. Candidates
should demonstrate excellence in their original scholarship as well as in teaching. Fellowships are
open to scholars in all disciplines and areas of specialization who will have completed all
requirements for their Ph.D. degree no later than August 31, 2015. In most years, Fellows teach
two courses (usually of identical preparation) for each of three quarters. Each Fellow also has the
opportunity to design an independent course and each is eligible for one quarter of research
sabbatical in the third year of residence. The annual salary for 2015-2016 will be $64,000. The
effective date for these teaching appointments will be September 1, 2015. The deadline for
applications is November 2, 2014. The deadline for letters of recommendation is November 16,
2014.
Website: http://societyoffellows.uchicago.edu/
● Pembroke Center at Brown University
The Pembroke Center annually supports three or four postdoctoral research fellows in residence
for an academic year. Candidates who do work that is qualitative and humanistic in nature are
drawn from the humanities, the social sciences, and the life sciences. Fellows may not hold a
tenured position. The Center has an annual research focus. The theme for the 2015-2016
appointment is ‘Fatigue’. The term of appointment is July 1, 2015-June 30, 2016. The stipend is
$50,000, $1,500 for research expense, plus a supplement for health and dental insurance.
Deadline: December 4, 2014
http://brown.edu/research/pembroke-center/postdoctoral-fellowships
● Post-Doctoral Research Fellowships at the University of São Paulo
The University of São Paulo offers a wide variety of post-doctoral research fellowships each year
in a wide variety of disciplines. There is also the opportunity to request individual grants at any
point during the year. Recipients are required to relocate to the University of São Paulo, Brazil.
The thematic and disciplinary content of each grant changes significantly each year. Recipients
receive a monthly fellowship of R$ 6,143.40 (approximately $2575 USD). Application deadlines
are typically October 30.
http://www.fapesp.br/oportunidades/
http://www.fapesp.br/en/
● Provost's Postdoctoral Fellowships at the University of Chicago
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As part of an effort to promote a diversity of backgrounds, perspectives, and experiences among
its faculty, the University of Chicago invites nominations and applications for the Provost’s
Career Enhancement Postdoctoral Scholarship (PCEPS). The Office of the Provost will select two
promising junior scholars to receive a two-year postdoctoral scholarship beginning Fall 2015.
Scholars in all fields are eligible. Candidates must have completed all requirements for their
doctoral degree (Ph.D., M.D., J.D., or foreign equivalent) before the scholarship start date, and
must have received their doctoral degree no earlier than November 1, 2007. Individuals currently
holding a postdoctoral or faculty position at the University of Chicago are not eligible. Each
postdoctoral scholarship will carry an annual salary of $60,000 and an annual research fund of
$5,000. Applications and nominations will be accepted September 1, 2014 through November 1,
2014.
http://provostpostdoc.uchicago.edu
● The Carter G. Woodson Institute Post-Doctoral Residential Research & Teaching
Fellowship Program
The Carter G. Woodson Institute for African-American and African Studies at the University of
Virginia invites scholars whose work focuses on Africa and/or the African Diaspora to apply for a
two-year post-doctoral research and teaching fellowship, beginning August 25, 2015, and ending
August 24, 2017. The fellowship carries an annual salary of $45,000, plus benefits. Applications
and application materials must be received by December 1, 2014.
http://www.woodson.virginia.edu/fellowship/postdoc
● The Hannah Arendt Center for Ethics and Politics at Bard College
The Hannah Arendt Center is offering two separate research fellowships for the 2011-2012
academic year. The first fellowship entails teaching two courses in Bard’s First-Year Seminar
Program, the second two courses in a joint fellowship with the Bard Prison Initiative. The first
fellowship is for a Ph.D. in political theory, philosophy, or a related field in the humanities or
social sciences. The fellow's work should intersect meaningfully with Hannah Arendt’s thinking.
In residence at the Arendt Center, the fellow will pursue his or her independent research at the
Center, which includes Hannah Arendt’s personal library. Bard College’s Hannah Arendt Center
for Ethical and Political Thinking and the Bard Prison Initiative are jointly searching for a
postdoctoral fellow to be in residence at Bard College for the 2010-2011 academic year. The
fellow should have a Ph.D. in political theory, philosophy, or a related field in the humanities or
social sciences and his or her work should intersect meaningfully with Hannah Arendt’s thinking.
In residence at the Arendt Center, the fellow will pursue his or her independent research.The
Deadline for Consideration is March 1, 2011. Decisions will be made by the early April. The
fellowship runs from Sept. 1 2010 through May 31, 2011 and includes a $20,000 stipend.
http://www.bard.edu/hannaharendtcenter/fellows/
I can’t seem to find any application information on the website (in fact, I believe that the 20152016 applications have not yet opened), so I don’t know that I can update the dates here [MP]
GOOD WEBSITES FOR FELLOWSHIPS
● http://scholarships.binghamton.edu/grad.html
● http://staff.lib.msu.edu/harris23/grants/3subject.htm

Language Grants
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Blakemore Foundation Language Grants
These grants are for advanced intensive study of Asian languages. For Mandarin Chinese, one
can study either at the International Chinese Language Program (ICLP) at National Taiwan
University (Taibei) or the Inter-University Program (IUP) at Tsinghua University (Beijing). The
grants are intended for those pursuing an academic, professional or business career that involves
the regular use of a modern East or Southeast Asian language. One must already have a
minimum of three years of Chinese language, or equivalent. They are primarily intended for
graduate students or those early in a career involving China, although they occasionally but rarely
are granted to students coming directly from an undergraduate degree. They must be used for a
full academic year of study and cover tuition, transportation, and living expenses.
Application Deadline: December 30, 2014 (for summer or fall 2015)
http://www.blakemorefoundation.org/Language%20Grants/Language.htm
China Scholarship Council (CSC)
The Chinese government has been offering scholarships for two DePaul students each year to
study in China for one semester. The scholarships include tuition, housing, insurance, and
monthly living allowance. Students choose three schools as their preferences, although the final
placement is made by the China Scholarship Council. Only current DePaul students can apply,
but this scholarship can be used either while still a student at DePaul or after graduation. The
requirements are flexible, but preference will be given to students who will have completed at
least two years of Chinese language. This is a great opportunity. Seven DePaul students so far
have gone to China with this scholarship. For application information, contact Prof. Stalley
(pstalley@depaul.edu).
http://en.csc.edu.cn/
Application Deadline: March 1, 2015 (for academic year 2015-2016)
Huayu Enrichment Scholarship
The government of Taiwan offers scholarships for students to study Chinese language in Taiwan.
The scholarship provides a monthly stipend sufficient to live on. It does not cover airfare to
Taiwan or tuition, but tuition there is inexpensive. The scholarships are normally for one year,
although they sometimes grant shorter term scholarships. These scholarships can also be used for
study after you graduate, and they can be used by students with no prior knowledge of Chinese.
In addition to applying for the scholarship, you must also apply to enter a language program in
Taiwan. We have information on that. In the past two years, two DePaul students have been
offered this scholarship.
Application Deadline: March 31, 2014 (for academic year 2014-2015)
http://www.edutw.org/english/scholarships/index.html
Here it doesn’t seem that the 2015-2016 applications are open, but we can probably assume that
the date would simply be March 31, 2015.

